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“I choose to specify products from companies who:

• Understand my requirements

• Make it easy for me to find the information I need

• Offer a reliable, premium quality product range

• Have a professional and knowledgeable technical support team

• Focus on providing excellent customer service

• Will look after my clients...

...and who care about customer satisfaction.”



Welcome to Reynaers
Reynaers Aluminium is a very successful family-owned global business specialising in the development and marketing of

innovative and sustainable building envelope solutions, including unitised façades, curtain wall, windows, entrance doors,

bifold doors, sliding doors, sun screening and roof systems.

Established in 1965, Reynaers is market leader in Belgium and enjoys a strong presence in many other countries across

five continents. With a turnover in excess of €360m, the Reynaers Group employs over 1600 people worldwide and is

making significant investments in its people, products, offices and design and testing facilities to pave the way for further

growth in the years to come.

Reynaers has been established in the UK since 1990 and has a head office in Birmingham and a satellite design office in

Uxbridge.

Headquarters Belgium (Duffel)

Reynaers’ Offices

sales
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Paragon Tower, Ankara, Turkey.
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Experienced and expert
For over 50 years, Reynaers has been designing premium quality glazing solutions for some of the most iconic buildings

in the world.

Engineered without compromise, our range of aluminium glazing products is specified time and again by the world’s

leading architects and construction companies.

Médiacité, Belgium. Lead architects: Ron Arad Architects. Executive architect:
Jaspers & Eyers.



Perth Arena, Australia. Architects: ARM & CCN. Photograph: Steve Nicholls.
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Reliable and durable products
All Reynaers products are designed and tested to the most rigorous standards. When you specify Reynaers, you do so

knowing that our products have been proven to provide many years of reliable service.

To help demonstrate the quality and value for money that our products offer, we can supply corner samples, literature,

colour swatches and videos for you to use. Furthermore, we can arrange for you and your clients to see our products

first hand in a network of showrooms around the country.

Office Bee Garden, Bulgaria.



Royal City, Bulgaria. Architect: Atanas Panov, Sector Arch Ltd.
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Quality and accreditations
All our products are thoroughly tried and tested for quality and performance, earning Reynaers an enviable reputation

of excellence amongst the world’s leading architectural practices and construction companies.

Our product range has been independently tested to meet and often exceed the requirements for a range of British and

European standards. Furthermore, Reynaers is proud to have been awarded a number of recognised and prestigious

accreditations, and we choose to work to some stringent voluntary standards.

All of this means that with Reynaers you are not only specifying a truly top quality product, but as a company we have

the processes and quality standards in place to make sure our service is second to none.

ISO9001 ISO50001 ISO14001



Hanner UAB, Lithuania.
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Unrivalled technical support
Our dedicated team of experienced architectural consultants and technical advisors is on hand to answer your technical

questions and to provide whatever support you need to be able to complete your specification with the minimum of fuss.

As you would expect from an established and respected company, there is a comprehensive set of technical literature

available for you to browse on-line and to download. Whether you need a full technical catalogue, a short technical

summary sheet, case studies or photographs, you will find everything you need on our website. Naturally there is also a

comprehensive set of CAD drawings and BIM models available to download too.

Sofia Airport Centre, Bulgaria.



Knowledge Centre Arhus. Architect: BURO II & ARCHI+I. Photograph: Klaas Verdru.
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Freedom of design
Architects tell us time and again that one of their biggest frustrations is the need to compromise their original design

due to the limitations of the products they are specifying.

Reynaers’ product range has been developed specifically to overcome many of these limitations. Whether your vision is

for a building of angles or curves, traditional or contemporary, our team of experts will be pleased to help make your

vision a reality.

Ferrari World, Abu Dhabi, UAE.



De Veldekens, Belgium. Architect: Styfhals en Partners & Corbiau en Serra di Migni.
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Complete envelope solutions
Reynaers’ product range has been developed to provide a comprehensive range of solutions for any project, allowing

you to specify products according to the size, performance level, style and colour that you need.

What’s more, we have a dedicated team of development experts who are on hand to design and test bespoke solutions

for individual projects. It’s not hard to see why so many specifiers are turning to Reynaers for their architectural

glazing needs.

Wollux Building, Belgium. Architect: Jean-luc Dewulf.



Red Apple Apartment Complex, Sofia, Bulgaria. Architect: Aedes Studio.
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Flexibility, not bureaucracy
At Reynaers, we pride ourselves in being small enough to provide a very individual and professional service to all our

customers, whilst at the same time offering the backing and significant resource that comes from being part of such a

well established global enterprise.

With decades of experience of working with architects, contractors, developers and consultants, we have a thorough

understanding of your business needs and are committed to delivering the very best levels of service for every project, large

and small. Our aim is to ensure that once you have experienced working with Reynaers, you never have reason to look

elsewhere ever again.

Narvil Hotel, Poland.



Great Marlborough Street, Manchester, UK.
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Performance matters
Reynaers offers a range of products that will meet a variety of different performance levels for thermal insulation,

weather resistance, security and noise reduction. If you need Passive House standard, we can help; if you need Secured

by Design standard, we can help there too. Our range of products allows you to choose the best product for the project,

whilst always offering exceptional value for money.

Broadway One, Glasgow, UK.



Historisches Museum, Bern, Switzerland. Photograph: Alexander Gempler.
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Understated beauty
We understand that sometimes great building design is about being sympathetic to the environment rather than being

too bold. Our experienced advisors are on hand to help, whether you want to blend in or stand out.



Diemer Circle, Netherlands.
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Environmental responsibility
In the UK and globally, Reynaers has an unwavering commitment to our environmental responsibility.

Aluminium is a material that is 100% recyclable without loss of quality. Not only does this mean that we can supply

aluminium windows and doors with a high recycled content with guaranteed quality, but it also means that these same

products can themselves be recycled at the end of their lives.

Our products are also designed to offer industry-leading levels of thermal performance. Clever design and state-of-the-art

thermal breaks help keep heat-loss to a minimum, meaning more efficient glazing and lower energy bills for the end user.

At Reynaers, we recognise that our business activities impact on the environment in a number of different ways and we

are committed to reducing this impact where possible. In order to achieve our commitment we have developed and

implemented an Environmental Management System that meets the requirements of ISO 14001. This is subject to regular

review and audit to ensure the continuing effectiveness of environmental management at our organisation.

Menorah Jewish Multifunctional Centre, Ukraine.



“We’ve been working with 

Reynaers for several years… 

their commitment to excellence 

and attention to detail is second 

to none.”

David James

David James Architects

“When there are project

challenges, Reynaers seem

to move heaven and earth

to deliver.”

Phil Sedge

Operations Director,

Mace

Novotel, Luxemburg.

Tschuggen Bergoase, Switzerland. Architect: Mario Botta.

Oxford University, UK. Architect: Foster & Partners.



“I would recommend

the Reynaers team;

they are very efficient

and helpful.”

Stephen Leemans, 

Senior Job Manager, 

Lyons Sleeman & Hoare Architects

“Reynaers aren’t afraid to help us

when we’re trying to do something

that’s non-standard, which is exactly

what we want from a partner who

supplies curtain walling.”

Tom Jordan

Project Architect

Barr Gazetas Architects

“I would definitely

recommend Reynaers.

They have been fantastic

on a range of projects…

they offer a personal

service and their 

products work.”

Dan Fleming

Broadway Malyan Architects

Zepter Business Centre, Warsaw, Poland. Architect: Simic Zoran.

Sofaz Tower, Azerbaijan. Architect: Vugar Hasanov MDM Group.

Movie Theatre, Pomorie, Bulgaria. Architect: Atanas Panov.



Artgen, Prague, Czech Republic. Architect: CMC Architects.
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Knowledge sharing
Architectural construction projects require a collaboration between several people from a number of different

organisations, each bringing their own expertise and experience. Not only does Reynaers employ some of the most

knowledgeable people in the industry, we also are proud to have strong relationships with a comprehensive network of

fabricators, contractors, architects and consultants.

Furthermore, Reynaers has a dedicated training resource both in the UK and at our Head Office in Belgium, making it

possible for us to offer a series of formal training courses to our fabricator and contractor partners.

For the architect and specifier, we have a highly skilled team of technical advisors and estimators who are on hand to

offer support on the phone or on email, and we have a team of consult managers who are pleased to offer advice,

presentations and RIBA accredited CPDs as required.

Avilon Plaza, Moscow, Russia.



Platinum Tower, Kingdom of Bahrain.
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Tried and tested
At our head office in Belgium we have what is probably the largest and most sophisticated in-house design and testing

facility in Europe, and perhaps in the world.

This facility makes it possible for our highly experienced team of designers to develop products that meet the most

stringent of test regimes.

It also provides the facility for a very comprehensive range of project-specific tests, so you and your clients have every

possible reassurance that the products you specify will meet or exceed every expectation.

Sudop, Prague, Czech Republic. Architect: Tomáš Pechman.



Brindley Place, Birmingham, UK.
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Curtain wall
Reynaers’ pedigree for large commercial projects is impeccable. With a comprehensive range of unitised and stick curtain

wall products, Reynaers facades have been used on many of the world’s most iconic buildings.

With our world class ability to offer bespoke project solutions, we are proud to be able to say that with Reynaers almost

anything is possible.



Lazurnie Nebesa, Kazan, Russia. Architect: LLC Aghai.
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Unitised façades
Unitised or elemental facades are pre-fabricated in a factory, offering advantages in terms of quality of manufacture.

On-site, unitised facades make fast and economic installation possible.

This construction principle is particularly suitable for high rise constructions, giving the opportunity to finish the building

construction floor by floor allowing for parallel construction inside the building.

Reynaers is proud to offer a wide range of exceptionally high-performing unitised façade solutions. Not only do these

systems offer endless possibilities in design freedom and quick installation on-site, but they are also designed to be easily

adapted to make non-standard connections.

Combined with the ability to offer fully bespoke project solutions, industry-leading technical support and an expert in-

house design capability, it is not hard to see why Reynaers’ unitised façade systems have been specified on many of the

most high-profile projects in the UK and around the world.



Vista, Battersea, London, UK.
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Windows and doors
Our range of window and door systems is designed to ensure that there is a product for every requirement. We have

products that carry the Secured by Design accreditation and products that meet the very stringent Passive House and

Minergie standards. We can offer products designed to withstand extreme wind loading, products with exceptional

acoustic performance, fire resistant products, and we even have products that are bullet-proof.

A choice of aesthetic styles is available to ensure the windows and doors match the style of the building, and you can

choose to have a hidden vent or slim line profile, too.

We can offer picture windows of an impressive size, and for an even more impressive façade, you can choose from our

comprehensive range of curtain wall options.



Private House, Lake Wakatipu, New Zealand

Private House, Las Palmeras, Spain.
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Hi-Finity sliding door
The Hi-Finity sliding door is the epitome of modern design, combining the ultimate in contemporary aesthetics with

outstanding performance. This state-of-the-art structurally glazed door is designed so that the frame can be concealed

in the wall, making the dream of floor-to-ceiling and wall-to-wall glass a reality.

Industry-leading maximum sizes and super-slim profiles make the Hi-Finity door a truly impressive design statement. For

the ultimate in prestige and convenience, the door can be fully automated so it opens and closes at the touch of a button.



Private House, Lake Wakatipu, New Zealand.
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Sliding patio doors
In addition to the flagship Hi-Finity product, the Reynaers product range includes two further sliding doors, giving you

the ability to specify a product that meets your exact requirements.

Choose sliding doors with single, double or triple track designs; slim line options; slide or lift-and-slide mechanisms;

manual or automatic operation.

Our range of doors offers industry-leading maximum sizes, excellent thermal and weather performance, and security

levels that meet or exceed the relevant British and European standards.



Private House, Luzarches, France.
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Bi-fold doors
Our elegant bi-fold doors combine strong slim frames with the very best hardware that is designed to ensure the doors

give many years of reliable, trouble-free operation. These doors are available in a choice of four different threshold

options from flat bottom to high performance, and there is a slim line variant too, with even narrower door leaf profiles.

Our range of doors offers industry-leading maximum sizes, excellent thermal and weather performance, and security

levels that meet or exceed the relevant British and European standards.



Coca Cola Headquarters, Madrid, Spain.
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Complementary systems
There are a number of other complementary products in our range, which include the following:

• Brise soleil sun shading systems can comprise louvers made from aluminium or glass, and can even be combined

with solar photovoltaic panels.

• Balustrade systems are available in different styles and include an all glass balustrade that is compatible with our

sliding doors.

• Ventalis is a self-regulating ventilation system that can be incorporated into the top frame of our windows and doors.

Manually adjusted to offer five levels of ventilation, the self regulating system is designed to keep the airflow constant

with changes in wind pressure outside. The ventilation units are both insect repellent and rainproof and are cleverly

insulated to minimise the risk of condensation.



Gazoil Plaza, Russia.
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Finishing touches
Across our product range there are literally hundreds of finishes to choose from: a huge range of RAL colours in a choice

of gloss or matt finish, metallic colours, highly durable textured metallic Coatex finishes, wood-grain finishes and anodised

options too. And of course you can have a different colour inside and out.

There is also an exclusive range of Italian-designed Purity handles that is suited across our whole product range for a

perfect finishing touch.



101 Tower, Ukraine.



At Reynaers we constantly seek to develop and improve our products and services for our customers and there-fore

reserve the right to amend our product specification from time to time. The photographs in this brochure show Reynaers

products which may occasionally differ in detail and appearance from those we currently sell.

© 2016 No part of this brochure may be reproduced in any form without the written permission of Reynaers Ltd.

.

Contact us today and see 

for yourself why so many

architects, contractors, developers, 

consultants and fabricators are making

Reynaers their system of choice.

0121 421 1999

www.reynaers.co.uk

reynaersltd@reynaers.com



Reynaers Ltd

Kettles Wood Drive

Birmingham

B32 3DB

0121 421 1999

reynaersltd@reynaers.com

www.reynaers.co.uk


